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Introduction
The Service Turnover Tax (Budget Amendment) Bill 2017 (‘Bill’) seeks to amend the Service Turnover
Act 2012 (‘Act’).
Service Turnover Tax (STT) - How is it levied? It is levied on the VAT exclusive cost of turnover of any
person conducting a business involving the provision of a prescribed service, current at the rate of 10
per cent (this Bill reduces the rate to 6 per cent).1 The Act has set a ‘taxable threshold’ and it
currently stands at $1.25 million (of gross turnover). So if your business (if it is listed in the Schedule)
has an annual turnover of $1.25 million then you are required to register for and apply STT in your
service charges to consumers. The threshold was previously $1.5 million but decreased to $1.25
million in 2015. In the Budget Estimates 2017–18 the amount of STT revenue estimated to be
received in the 2017–18 financial year is $114.8 million, up from a revised estimate of $98.1 million in
the 2016–17 financial year.

Objectives, scope and intent of the Bill
The main objective of the Service Turnover Tax (Budget Amendment) Bill 2017 (‘Bill’) is to amend the
Service Turnover Tax Act 2012 with accordance to the 2017–18 Budget.
The amendments proposed in the Bill address three issues in regards to the STT. The first is to reduce
the rate of the STT from 10 per cent to 6 per cent. The second amendment is a requirement for
businesses charging the STT to clearly show it separately on tax invoices. The third issue is to delete
reference to the Commissioner for Inland Revenue in the Act, and refer to the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) instead.

Summary of provisions
Clause 2 amends section 2 of the Act by deleting reference to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue,
so that the definition ‘Commissioner’ means the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
Clause 3 amends section 3(1) of the Act by substituting “10%” for “6%”.
Clause 3 also amends section 3(4) of the Act by deleting “10% Service Turnover Tax”, and substituting
“tax” in its place.
Paragraph 3(4)(b) of the Act is deleted and replaced with a statement that the STT “be clearly and
separately shown on a tax invoice, invoice or receipt issued for payment of any prescribed service”.
Clause 4 inserts a new subsection (4) into section 4 of the Act. This new subsection requires that an
accountable person ensures that the business for which they are responsible for only charge and pay
a STT for prescribed services provided by the business, and do not charge a STT when it has been
charged by another person with respect to the prescribed service.
Clause 5 amends the Act by deleting “Commissioner” wherever it appears, and substitutes “CEO”.
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Gender analysis
The Bill does not appear have any disproportionate impact on women or men.

Disclaimer
This bill summary was prepared to assist consideration of the Bill by Members of Parliament. It has no official status. Although every effort
has been made to ensure accuracy, it should not be taken as a complete or authoritative guide to the Bill. The Research and Library Team
shall not be liable for any errors or omissions, or for any loss or damage of any kind arising from its use, and may remove, vary or amend
any information at any time without prior notice. The Research and Library Team accepts no responsibility for any references or links to, or
the content of, information maintained by third parties. Other sources should be consulted to determine the subsequent official status of
the Bill.
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